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SYNOPSIS

The epidemiological pattern of influenza over the past century
is outlined; its vagaries are ascribed to the plasticity of the influenza
virus. In recent years it has been possible to carry out antigenic
studies revealing variations in the strains of virus A, the agent in
most major outbreaks. New antigenic variants may have a greater
chance to emerge after periods of latency, since the exposed popula-
tion will have less specific resistance to them. Work on the causation
and spread of epidemics is reviewed; the conclusion these studies
suggest is that two factors are involved-the existence of a " basic
virus ", as yet undetectable until activated, and responsible for
multicentric outbreaks; and the element of " spread", which under
favourable conditions carries the infection to susceptible groups,
and results in extensive epidemics.

The behaviour of influenza has seemed so erratic as regards its occur-
rence in both time and space that it has fascinated epidemiologists for
many years. Recent work seems to show that the influenza virus is more
variable and plastic than are most disease agents, and it may well be that
this variability can be held largely accountable for its vagaries. The history
of modem research on influenza dates from the discovery in 1933 of the
susceptibility of ferrets to the virus. Since then we have been able to say
whether or not in any " influenza " outbreak we are dealing with a parti-
cular disease agent. As to the influenzas of the 19th century and earlier,
and the 1918-19 pandemic, we can guess that we have to do with diseases
caused by influenza viruses A or B, but we cannot be sure. In the forth-
coming discussion, the assumption is made, for convenience, that most
of the influenza of the last century has been due to viruses A or B, or to
variants of them.

History of Influenza Epidemics, 1850-1950

The earlier influenzas, of which there were several pandemics between
1820 and 1850, will not be discussed here. We may divide the last century
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into four periods:
(1) Up to 1889 influenza was at a low ebb and was becoming an almost

extinct disease.
(2) A period was ushered in by the pandemic of 1889-90; influenza

then became, and has since remained, an important cause of mortality
and morbidity in most temperate climates.

(3) In 1918 influenza reached pandemic proportions and is believed
to have killed 15-20 million people within a couple of years. Its special
character was a tendency towards bronchopneumonic complications fatal
to previously healthy young adults. In the years following it gradually
became less virulent.

(4) Since about 1933 influenza A has come to many countries in out-
breaks every two or three years, with a tendency as time has passed for
the peaks to come less frequently and to attain lesser heights. It is, we may
hope, again a waning disease; but we cannot be sure that another lethal
pandemic may not be immediately ahead.

Thte period of abeyance of influenza
Apart from a minor outbreak in 1855, influenza seems to have caused

few deaths in Britain in the 40 years preceding the 1889-90 epidemic. Much
the same seems to be true of Australia, though some epidemic respiratory
infection occurred there in 1860 and 1885. In Britain at the present time
deaths from influenza are recorded by practitioners as occurring in years
when, in the laboratory, no virus is isolated; very probably wrong diagnosis
is to be blamed, for no one can infallibly diagnose influenza on purely
clinical grounds. It is not at all unlikely that between 1855 and 1899 influenza
was almost or quite absent from Britain. Alternatively, it is possible that
it was so infrequent that doctors got out of the habit of using the name
in their diagnoses. According to the review by Burnet & Clark 6 influenza,
though absent from western Europe, caused outbreaks in Russia in 1886
and 1887. They suggest that it had remained endemic somewhere in central
Asia, and that its virulence became exalted in Bukhara and elsewhere in
May and June of 1889. Other parts of Russia (Tomsk in Siberia, and St.
Petersburg [Leningrad]) were affected in October 1889, and western Europe
generally in November and December. The particular months may be
significant in view of more recent events to be discussed presently.

The 1889-90 epidemic and after
The 1889-90 pandemic affected a large part of the world but was not

associated with particularly high mortality for young adults. Its chief
interest lies in the fact that never subsequently has influenza fallen to the
pre-1889 low level. The first wave, in January 1890, was succeeded by
others in May 1891 and January 1892, causing progressively higher
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mortality. There was yet another in December 1893, but, as Burnet &
Clark state,
" it would be preferable to consider the third wave as the last portion of the 1889-93
pandemic, otherwise there seems to be no reason whatever to regard it as finished until
its continuing reverberations were lost in the vast new disturbance of 1918 ".

As Greenwood 12 has put it, " the position lost in 1890 has never been
regained ". He discounts the idea that the higher level of influenza since
1890 can be accounted for by changing fashions in nomenclature. The
striking nature of the change is well shown by fig. 1, depicting the annual
death-rate per 100,000 from "influenza" in England and Wales. What
underlies this dramatic change is at present a mystery. It is not simply
that a " new" disease has now become endemic. As already mentioned,
laboratory tests fail to reveal the presence of influenza virus infection
in non-epidemic years-or they show it very rarely. Yet there is some
respiratory infection which kills people every year and which was not
widely prevalent before 1890. The writer 1 has discussed whether, between
epidemics, influenza virus may not persist as a " basic virus " which
cannot be recognized as influenza by current laboratory tests. Such a
virus could perhaps be held accountable for the " influenza " deaths of
" non-influenza" years. Otherwise we must believe either that the statistics
are meaningless, or that influenza virus is present but is overlooked in
some years, or that some quite different respiratory infection has enjoyed
increased prevalence, alongside influenza, since 1890.

The 1918-19 pandemic and after

This, the most lethal pandemic known in history, will not be discussed
except in relation to the general theme. According to Frost,", there had
been a steady increase in the mortality from influenza and pneumonia
in New York between 1914 and 1918. In view of recent experiences, it
is very questionable whether this progressive rise can be ascribed to the
activity of influenza A or of any other single virus. We do not, in fact, know
at all what led to the catastrophic events of 1918-19. In the early months
of 1918 the influenza had no unusual properties, but in June, in Britain,
there was some indication that it was beginning to kill young adults. The
really virulent form of the disease appeared at about the same time in
the United States of America, around Boston, and in France, in Brest
-i.e., at ports of embarkation and debarkation of American troops coming
to Europe. In the ports of western Europe, too, there were people of many
other races. In view of recent work on gene-recombination among influenza
viruses it might be argued that a vicious new hybrid virus had been born
in that very mixed culture. (Burnet & Lind,7 it will be recalled, found
evidence that, experimentally, the properties of two influenza viruses
could be exchanged, producing a stable variant having mixed attributes.)
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The rapid spread of the lethal kind of influenza all over the world is
a familiar story. It is estimated that at least 15 million people died as a
result. The island of St. Helena in mid-Atlantic is one of the very few places
known to have definitely escaped. It seems likely that during the pandemic
several different mutants may have arisen, having differing antigenic
properties but all still sharing the ability to kill young adults. In such
a way we can perhaps account for the fact that, in some English schools
and other communities, later waves of influenza might or might not spare
the victims of earlier waves.'2 A partial but incomplete protection by
one strain against the effects of another could be invoked to explain
the varying number of waves which hit different cities in the USA
(Pearl 26). We may picture a number of virus outbreaks moving around,
being deflected from their courses when they met with foci of greater
resistance.

An interesting question of some practical importance is raised by the
considerable postponement of the entry of pandemic influenza into
Australia: this is claimed to have been due to the imposition of quarantine
(cf. Burnet & Clark 6). The quarantine was, however, far from complete,
and experience with the influenza of these times tells us that many carriers
and subclinical cases occur. It is quite likely, therefore, that Australia's
immunity up to the beginning of 1919 can be attributed rather to the
prevalence there of what we may call a routine outbreak of ordinary
influenza in September-October 1918.

After the pandemic years influenza returned gradually to its former
habits of killing the old and weak rather than the young and vigorous.
This reversion took at least three years in the USA and perhaps a decade
in Britain. We may suppose that the 1918-19 influenza, aggressive as it
was, lacked some property enabling it to persist between epidemics, so
that a less spectacular derivative, or perhaps the resurrected pre-pandemic
strain, gradually replaced it.

Recent history
There has, perhaps, been a steady change in the epidemiology of

influenza even since the pandemic, but it is convenient to treat " recent
history" as being from 1933 when the influenza virus was first transmitted
to ferrets. The changing death-rate in England and Wales has been dis-
cussed by Martin.24 It seems that, especially since 1933, the mortality
from influenza has been falling and the peaks have been tending to be
smaller and more widely spaced. It is true that there was a big peak in
1951 in Britain and in much of Europe, but we cannot yet assess whether
that was just a " flash in the pan ". Fig. 2 reproduces a chart from Martin's
paper, to show this tendency; it has been modified by inserting a line
joining the " troughs ". Such a line indicates deaths from " influenza "
in the years when no influenza virus is recovered. Something has appa-
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rently been declining just as remarkably as the influenza which produces
sharp outbreaks. As discussed earlier, this " something" could be a
" basic influenza " not recognizable by laboratory tests, or some other
disease which became important when influenza did in 1890 and is now
declining pari passu with it. Martin thinks that the " decline in mortality
is certainly not due wholly to the use of antibiotics, although it may have
been accelerated by it ".

FIG. 2. DEATH-RATES FROM INFLUENZA IN ENGLAND AND WALES, 1920-1949,
PER MILLION POPULATION *

WHO 3142

a

1920 1925 1930 1935
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1940 1945 -1949

* Reproduced, with modifications, by kind permission of the editors of the British Medical Journal

Antigenic Studies of Influenza Viruses

In recent years it has been possible to isolate viruses from each epi-
demic and thus to discover much more than is possible by the mere study
of vital statistics. Since 1940 we have known that there are two influenza
viruses, A and B, having nothing in common antigenically, and therefore
likely to behave epidemiologically as separate entities. It has been
suggested that in the USA visitations of influenza B have tended to come
every four or six years, and those of A every two or three. In some out-
breaks, serological evidence of double infections with A and B has been
rather frequent and it is difficult to be sure that epidemiologically the two
agents act quite independently. There is no evidence as yet that influenza C
(Taylor; 32 Francis, Quilligan & Minuse 10) is of much epidemiological
importance.
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What seems very clear is that major influenza outbreaks can mostly
be ascribed to influenza virus A. Great interest therefore attaches to the
antigenic variations which have been occurring among the A viruses since
1933. Antigenically, the original (1933) A virus, WS, stands somewhat
alone. It had been passed many times in ferrets and mice before antigenic
comparisons with later strains were made, and it may have become
modified during that time. In the few years following 1933 a few other
strains antigenically similar to WS were recovered, but at that time the
danger of picking up strains as laboratory contaminants was not appre-
ciated, and we must beware of accepting unreservedly the view that all
early isolations of A were of strains closely related to WS; it may well
be, however, that 1933-5 was the end of a period when WS-like strains
were prevalent.

During the decade 1936-46 the influenza strains isolated from all parts
of the world were more or less closely related serologically to the PR8
strain recovered from Puerto Rico by Francis in 1934, and to the
Melbourne virus isolated by Burnet in Australia in 1935. Within this
group there were minor variations such as those detected in southern
England in 1936-7 (Stuart-Harris et al.30). Also, in 1943, the Weiss strain
was sufficiently different from PR8 for homologous (Weiss) vaccines to
give particularly good results in a vaccination trial in the USA (Commission
on Influenza 33). Still, all the strains from this decade were fairly closely
related.

In 1946 in Australia, a strain (Cam) was isolated, and proved to be
somewhat removed antigenically from those previously prevalent. Its
significance was not at first appreciated, but in 1947 similar viruses were
recovered in numbers in North America and also from Europe (Sweden,
the Netherlands, and Great Britain). In the USA, these strains were called
A-prime (A') strains, to indicate a major divergence from the classical
A viruses; strain FM1 from the USA is regarded as a typical representative.
Since 1947, strains related to FM1 have been recovered from A outbreaks
in every continent, and seem, quite suddenly, to have completely replaced
those related to PR8. It is true that a few workers have reported isolation
of viruses closely related to PR8. From their first isolation, however,
all these strains have been virulent for mice-a thing which did not happen
in the era when PR8-like viruses were of widespread occurrence. Andrewes
et al.2 have made clear the dangers of an accidental "pick-up " of a
contaminating virus in the laboratory; and Isaacs & Andrewes 19 have
adduced arguments for believing that such pick-ups may be responsible
for all or most of the isolations of PR8-like viruses in recent years.

There is a general belief among those studying the antigenic characters
of viruses that a succession of antigenic changes is occurring. Viruses
resembling WS have not appeared since 1935 or thereabouts, having been
replaced by those related to PR8. Since 1947 these too have gone, and the

2
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A-primes hold the stage. In the PR8 decade there were variations on the
main antigenic theme; and nowadays variations are played from year
to year on the theme of FM1. Isaacs, Gledhill & Andrewes 21 felt that,
by refined serological methods, they could distinguish in most instances
between the A-primes of 1947, of 1949, and of 1951. While almost all
workers are agreed as to the existence of progressive antigenic changes
among A viruses, there is considerable divergence of views as to detail,
depending on the techniques used. Thus, British workers take the view
just expressed-that there was a decade of prevalence of strains related
to PR8 and that the A-primes which have held the stage since 1947 differ
from each other in minor respects and can all be considered members
of one group. These opinions are based on studies with immune sera
prepared in ferrets. The ferret sera have shown up an epidemiologically
important difference between two strains occurring in 1950-1 -" Scandi-
navian " and " Liverpool " substrains, to be referred to later. Magill
& Jotz,22 like other American workers, have made antisera in rabbits,
which, unlike ferrets, are insusceptible to actual infection and have to be
immunized intravenously or intraperitoneally rather than by intranasal
infection. These workers concur in finding that PR8-like strains replaced
the WS type about 1934, and that these in turn gave way to different
viruses in 1946-7. They encountered two strains, one from 1936, one from
1940-1, with properties of somewhat intermediate nature. They, too,
find changes in prevalent viruses from 1947 to 1948-9 and from then to
1950-1, but do not, as do Isaacs, Gledhill & Andrewes,2' sharply differen-
tiate between a major change from the PR8 era to the A-prime era, and
relatively minor changes occurring since.

Hilleman,14 using roosters to make antisera, has reached conclusions
broadly similar to those of Magill. In studying a series of strains isolated
in 1933, 1943, 1947, 1948, 1949, and 1950 he finds evidence of gradual
loss of " earlier " antigens and an enTergence of new ones.

Hirst 16 has used rabbit sera and by absorption tests with large quantities
of virus has studied individual antigens; he has distinguished between
group antigens and those specific to certain strains. He identifies a specific
WS antigen from 1933 but considers that at least four different specific types
can be recognized in the PR8 era-one prevalent in 1934, one in 1935-7,
another in 1937, and one in 1941-3; then there have been the A-primes
since 1947. Unlike Magill, who studied few pre-1947 strains and many
recent ones, Hirst's viruses were more regularly spaced in time, but he
used only one post-1947 antiserum in his studies. He suggests that
"6 prior to 1940, a wide variety of strains were prevalent at one time, even in the same
epidemic, while since 1940 the existence of a single variety of strain throughout the world
has been the dominant characteristic".

In the writer's opinion, Hirst's tables do not very convincingly support
this conclusion. Differences of view among workers are closely related
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to the use of different animal species for making antisera. Sampaio 28
has made comparisons between antisera made in susceptible species (ferret
and hamster) and in insusceptible ones (rabbit and rooster), and has
shown that the latter wholly fail to differentiate between the 1951 Liverpool
and Scandinavian strains, which behaved quite differently epidemiologically.
It seems likely that such inconsistencies as exist would be resolved if all
workers used the same techniques. Possibly the use of ferret or hamster
sera, combined with an absorption technique, would give the maximum
information.

One may perhaps sum up the antigenic changes which virus A seems
to have undergone by an elaboration of the metaphor used earlier. Over
a period of years, variations may be played upon one antigenic theme,
but after some time the possibilities will be exhausted (the herd will be
generally resistant to closely related variants), and the introduction of a
new motif will be necessary to keep things alive. New variations again
upon this will be possible.

Some writers think that the virus has unlimited capacity for variation,
others that this is not infinite and that one day we shall inevitably be
brought back, as in so many musical compositions, to the original theme.
Francis 9 thinks such a circular course would afford " a splendid basis
for the classical notions of the periodicity of influenza ".

Studies of Epidemic Spread in Recent Years

In 1945-6 influenza B showed very widespread activity. It was active
in the Pacific (Guam, Hawaii) about June 1945 and thence seemed to
spread south to Australia, east to the Caribbean, to South and North
America, and later to Europe (1945-6). This worldwide activity drew
attention to the desirability of some concerted attempt to study the global
epidemiology of influenza. After discussions at the Fourth International
Congress on Microbiology held in Copenhagen in 1947, the World
Influenza Centre (WIC) in London and its network of associated labora-
tories came into being as one of the activities of WHO. In the winter
of 1948-9 came the first opportunity to test the value of the arrangements
for observing the spread of an epidemic in correlation with antigenic
studies of the viruses concerned (Chu, Andrewes & Gledhill 8). News came
first of an outbreak in Sardinia in September 1948. Magrassi 23 noted
that this was apparently multicentric in origin, starting almost simultane-
ously in ten inhabited localities. Very soon after, influenza was reported
in Sicily and Calabria (November 1948) and then along the length of
Italy (December 1948 to January 1949) and in Switzerland, Austria, France,
the Netherlands, western Germany, and northern Spain. About the New
Year of 1949 virus was isolated in southern England, but the morbidity
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was less than in most of continental Europe and the evolution of the
outbreak was slow. It spread also to Iceland and Denmark, but the force
of the wave was spent. In Ireland and Sweden the existence of A infection
was determined serologically, but there was no epidemic.

Two interesting things emerged from the study of this outbreak. Strains
were sent to the WIC laboratory from Italy, Switzerland, France, the Nether-
lands, Britain, and Iceland. All were A-prime and were serologically quite
homogeneous, differing slightly but recognizably from A-primes of previous
years. It thus seems clear that a single type of virus was concerned in
the outbreak which covered all western Europe. Belief in actual spread
of a virus seems inescapable, although the spread may, of course, have
occurred some time before, rather than immediately before, the appearance
of a visible epidemic.

Magrassi 23 writes that " migration of an individual carrier of infection
into new groups of population is insufficient to give rise to influenza-.a
It is noteworthy that it took some months for the September influenza
in Sardinia to involve the rest of Italy; but from Rome to Iceland the
passage was very swift. It is also remarkable that the 1948-9 influenza
did not apparently spread to eastern Europe. At any rate, influenza A
was not very active in Czechoslovakia or Hungary: as to Poland, we are
less certain. Possibly a comparatively limited interference with freedom
of travel hampers spread of the infection.

The other point of interest is that influenza first arose in Sardinia,
Sicily, and Calabria-provinces in which there had been a small outbreak
in the early summer of 1948. Some of this infection was apparently due
to influenza B, but the circumstances recall events of 1943 when, in Britain,
Canada, and the USA, an autumn epidemic was preceded by a small
outbreak in the same areas in the early summer. In Britain the spring
outbreak had been of influenza A following B. It seems possible that
virus which fails to start an epidemic in the, for it, unfavourable season
of early summer, may " go underground" and become seeded in a wide-
spread manner, to be activated by unknown factors and appear " multi-
centrically" in the autumn.

In the winter of 1949-50 there was virtually no influenza in Europe,
but in June 1950 the A-prime virus became locally active in Sweden.
This virus was serologically a little different from that of 1949; and it was
with much interest that one learned of the beginning of influenza in
Denmark in October 1950, and soon after in Sweden. Again a local summer
outbreak had appeared, died down to vanishing point, and reappeared
in the same area in the autumn (Isaacs & Andrewes 19). Epidemic influenza
was reported before long in Norway, Finland, Iceland, western Germany,
and the Low Countries, and about Christmas-time on the eastern coast

a " . . . non e sufficiente la migrazione dell'individuo portatore dell'infezione in nuovi gruppi di popo-
lazione, per diffondervi l'influenza..."
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of England and Scotland. Viruses from most of these places were obtained
and proved to be A-primes similar to that isolated in June 1950; they
were called the Scandinavian subtype. A similar virus apparently became
active in southern Ireland about December 1950 and spread north (Meenan
& Clarke 25). There did not occur, however, a regular spread over western
Europe from Scandinavia similar to the northward march of 1948-9.
In Britain, a week or two after influenza had appeared in Aberdeen and
Newcastle, very possibly from across the North Sea, a much more vicious
type became active around Liverpool, killing many old and infirm people
and causing considerable disquiet. Virus from here was also an A-prime
but, with ferret and hamster sera, was readily distinguishable from the
Scandinavian strains. This Liverpool subtype became prevalent soon
afterwards in Belfast and was recognized in other parts of England,
although there it did not show the same killing powers as in Liverpool.
It soon appeared that viruses sent in from influenza then present in
France, Spain, Italy, Greece, Turkey, and Palestine were of the Liverpool
type. Further, these viruses were identical with some which had been
received from epidemics that had occurred in Melbourne, Johannesburg, and
Cape Town six months or so earlier. Viruses subsequently occurring in
Canada, and at least one from the USA, were also Liverpool type.
A tentative explanation of these findings is that the influenza in north-
west Europe had a double origin-partly from the activation of a dormant
virus in Scandinavia, partly from a strain coming up from the southern
hemisphere. A line drawn from Dublin to northern England, and so to the
Netherlands and Italy, leaves most of the isolations of Scandinavian virus
to the north and east and of the Liverpool variety to the south and west.

Influenza in 1952-3

In December 1952 influenza A appeared almost simultaneously in
several parts of the northern hemisphere-Japan, the central USA-and,
at least by early January, in France and southern England. In France
it appeared simultaneously in widely separated parts of the country.
By the middle and end of January it was prevalent in southern Germany,
Switzerland, and Iceland, and was also widespread in the USA and Canada.
Denmark was having a double epidemic, caused mainly by A, although the
role of B was far from negligible. Sweden had a good deal of influenza;
laboratory tests revealed B only but A may have been present also. By
the beginning of February influenza had reached the Netherlands, Finland,
Yugoslavia, Italy, and Portugal. In Britain its attack was for long concen-
trated mainly in the south, especially in and around London; only rather
slowly did it spread to northern England and Scotland, and even then
its attack was less severe than in the south. This is of interest since, two
years before, the north was hit severely while southern England escaped
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quite lightly. Up to mid-March Ireland was unaffected, having only a
little influenza B. Whereas in 1948-9 influenza apparently began in
Sardinia and in 1950-1 first news was definitely from Scandinavia, the
1952-3 outbreak seems to have started almost simultaneously over a
considerable area of western Europe. Not only that, but the European
outbreak came very little later than those in Japan and North America.
A viruses from all the countries mentioned above were examined; all

were A-prime and all but a very few were like the 1951 Scandinavian subtype.
They differed, however, considerably among themselves as regards their
P-Q behaviour (see page 608). Table I shows the behaviour of strains
examined in London in 1950-1 and 1952-3 respectively.

TABLE I. A-PRIME VIRUSES EXAMINED IN LONDON

Date Number of strains (Scandinavian) (Liverpool) Intermediate

all strains

1950-1 96 46 47 3

1952-3 93 84 9 0

United Kingdom strains

1950-1 13 4 8 1

1952-3 52 52 0 0

Nine strains resembled the Liverpool 1951 subtype. They were found
as follows: 2/2 from Paris, 1/3 from southern France (Toulon), 2/2 from
Switzerland, 3/3 from Portugal, and 1/10 from Finland. No important
differences were found between the Scandinavian subtype strains from
Japan, the USA, and Britain. It would appear that for one reason or
another the Liverpool subtype had a poorer ability to survive than the
Scandinavian.

The facts of this epidemic suggest that " hidden " Scandinavian virus
persisting from the 1950-1 outbreak may have become activated simultane-
ously in widely separate centres-Japan, the mid-west of the USA, France,
and Britain. Later occurrence in more distant areas such as Iceland,
Finland, Yugoslavia, Italy, and Portugal may well have been due to epi-
demic spread. The 1952-3 outbreak was not preceded by any recognized
warning sign in the affected areas in early summer, as had happened
previously; it was also unusual in that there was no local prevalence in
the autumn before the major epidemic.

The origins of influenza A epidemics
These studies have an important and obvious bearing on the vexed

question of the origins of influenza epidemics. Some maintain that influenza
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never arises from within a country but always comes from abroad. It is
so hard for any worker to find influenza virus in his own country between
epidemics that this view is only natural. One might, on superficial exa-
mination, think it easy to imagine that the virus could flit from country
to country whenever it found the inhabitants susceptible, till it came back
to its starting point and set off another epidemic, two years or so later.
It is, however, very difficult to find influenza anywhere for long periods.
Even if one imagines an annual swing between northern and southern
hemispheres, one has to remember that influenza A does not break out
in Europe every winter.

The alternative view is that influenza, between outbreaks, can go
" underground ", possibly in chronic lung lesions in man, possibly in a
form unrecognizable by conventional tests (" basic virus "). Shope 29 has
in fact shown that the related virus of swine influenza can survive for
months or years in pig lung-worms which pass stages of their life-cycle
within earthworms. The virus cannot be revealed within these worms
either directly or by any immunological or microscopical test, but only
by infecting pigs orally and then " provoking " infection by various non-
specific stimuli. If such is the state of affairs with swine influenza virus,
it is not difficult to believe in the existence of similarly " masked " human
influenza virus. We have, of course, no reason for suspecting a helminth
intermediate host or carrier for the human virus; nor do we know what
non-specific stimuli could activate the human disease.

It appears that when influenza virus is introduced into a country one
of two things may happen. It may be imported in its fully-fledged and
active state, and set off an epidemic forthwith. This apparently happened
when influenza was introduced into Fort Barrow in Alaska in 1935 (Pettit,
Mudd & Pepper 27); also when coolies from China brought the infection
to Ocean Island in the Pacific in 1948 (Isaacs et al.20). More often, however,
events are less dramatic: the virus introduced takes hold less readily and
some time has to pass, something else has to happen, before the epidemic
begins. When a vessel touched at Angmagssalik in Greenland in 1935,
influenza was apparently introduced, but an epidemic did not start until
two months later (H0ygaard 17). Many similar instances could be given.
The idea that virus may be introduced and widely seeded, and only later
produce an outbreak, is one which would help to explain many apparent
anomalies in the spread of the disease.

Reasons for believing in the existence of hidden virus are several. There
is our inability to find overt virus over long periods. There are the early
summer " flurries " which on several occasions have preceded a wide-
spread autumn epidemic caused by an antigenically similar strain. There
are the multicentric origins of outbreaks, and the appearance of influenza
simultaneously over large areas, the spread being almost too quick for
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any explanation based on human communications. On the other hand,
the events of 1948-9 and many other years leave no doubt that country-
to-country spread can occur. One concludes, therefore, that both theories
of the origins of epidemics are probably true: that latent virus can prob-
ably become activated and start an outbreak, and that in favourable
circumstances this may gather momentum and spread across national
frontiers. Such happenings form one of the main objects of study of the
WHO influenza programme; they will need to be watched for many years
yet before the pattern becomes clear and we are able to foretell what will
be the next move of the influenza virus.

Antigenic variation and epidemics

No doubt one of the factors determining the occurrence of an influenza
epidemic is the immunity-level of the population. It is doubtless a rise
in this which determines the end of an outbreak. There is good evidence
that subclinical infection is very common and that the antibody level
of the community as a whole rises during an outbreak.

It would seem that, when conditions are unfavourable for it, influenza
disappears-either overseas or underground-and that it does not readily
and automatically arise again, at least for several years. In remote places,
such as St. Helena and the Arctic, it probably dies out altogether. Perhaps
it did so over much of the world between 1850 and 1890. When it does
return, variants of somewhat novel antigenic make-up would seem to
have a greater chance of survival than old strains, for which most people
will have the appropriate antibody ready and waiting.

P-Q variation

Apart from its comparatively infrequent major antigenic changes,
influenza A would seem to be capable of a less drastic type of variation.
Van der Veen & Mulder '4 described P, Q, and R " phases " of A viruses.
P viruses reacted to high titre in haemagglutination-inhibition tests with
homologous sera, and to a much lower titre with heterologous ones;
Q viruses reacted very poorly with all, even homologous, sera; the much
less frequent R viruses were inhibited very well by all sera. It has been
suggested (Isaacs & Andrewes 19) that Q viruses, in a phase less readily
suppressed by specific antibody, might be better able to survive in an
immune population. Evidence was adduced that by laboratory mani-
pulations a P-Q change in either direction might be induced. P viruses
were made to become Q by passage in eggs in the presence of gradually
increasing doses of homologous immune serum. Conceivably a Q virus
is half-way to an undifferentiated " basic " virus. It was of interest in
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1950-1 that all the Scandinavian strains isolated early in the outbreak
were in the Q phase; only later did P-phase strains appear. The Liverpool
virus, which seemed a more successful " spreader ", was probably all
P-phase. Recently, Isaacs 18 has reported on two viruses isolated in the
Persian Gulf in October 1952, 18 months after the 1950-1 outbreak was
over and done with. These consisted of a mixture of P- and Q-phase
viruses related to Liverpool. He raises the question of whether they may
have been on the way " down " from P to Q; or whether, after a period
" underground ", they were " coming up " and just acquiring P character-
istics. A particularly interesting point is that the Q viruses concerned
very closely resembled Q-variants of the Liverpool substrain, artificially
produced in the laboratory in 1951 but not found occurring naturally
at that time.

Outbreaks of influenza B

So far only passing mention has been made of influenza B. It tends
to be more of an endemic disease than A, rarely initiating very large
epidemics, and much more apt to cause merely local outbreaks in schools
and other closed communities. Some B type seems to occur almost every
year, but it is hard to say how much its incidence varies from year to year.
In years when A is not about, small B outbreaks are likely to be better
studied and their causative virus determined. When virus A is attacking
in strength, a similar number of small B outbreaks might well be over-
looked. Influenza B epidemics seem rarely to spread across frontiers;
a possible exception is afforded by the worldwide activity of the disease
in 1945-6.5

Virus B seems to be a better antigen than A: to this has been attri-
buted the apparent wider spacing of its moye extensive visitations. Also,
vaccines made with it are possibly more effective than A vaccines, even
if not made with the current strain of virus.

There are some differences of opinion as to the importance of antigenic
variations among B viruses. All workers agree that the original (Lee)
strain of Francis stands antigenically as apart from other strains as the
original WS does from subsequent A viruses. Some American workers
(Tamm et al.;31 Hilleman et al.15) suggest that there have subsequently
been antigenic changes in B viruses somewhat similar to those shown
by A. On the other hand, Bozzo,3 Brans,4 and Hennessen13 have found
that almost all recent B viruses are much alike, even though isolated from
different countries in different years. There is at present no suggestion
of simultaneous worldwide changes in virus B such as occur with A; and
this agrees with the notion that the activities of virus B are more apt to be
parochial than international.
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RESUME

Le caractere erratique de la grippe, dans le temps et 1'espace, a suscite, depuis quelques
ann&es, F'interet des epidemiologistes. Le virus est extremement labile, plus variable que
la plupart des agents pathogenes connus, ce qui peut expliquer l'inconstance de ses mani-
festations epidemiologiques. Les recherches modernes ont debut6 en 1933, avec la decou-
verte de la sensibilit6 du furet au virus. On ignore tout des virus responsables des epide-
mies anterieures A cette date; on admet cependant que ce furent des virus A ou B.

De 1850 A 1889, la grippe n'a caus6 que peu de deces en Europe occidentale; la maladie
paraissait en voie de disparition. Elle avait cause toutefois des epid6mies en Russie,
en 1886-87. L'infection, demeuree endemique peut-etre dans I'Asie centrale, reparut en
mai et juin 1889 et atteignit l'Europe occidentale en novembre et d6cembre. Elle affecta
alors la plus grande partie du monde, devenant de plus en plus grave de 1889 a 1892,
mais ne frappa pas selectivement les jeunes adultes. La pandemie de 1918-19, la plus
meurtriere de toutes, causa, par ses complications pulmonaires, la mort de quelque 15-20
millions de personnes, surtout de jeunes adultes. Aucun indice n'annoncait, au debut de
1918, le regain de virulence que le virus grippal allait manifester des le mois de juin, en
divers points du monde. D'apres les experiences recentes de recombinaison, il semble
qu'un hybride particulierement virulent ait pris naissance au sein de populations de
virus apportees par les troupes de diverses parties du monde reunies en Europe par la
guerre. I1 est probable que divers mutants ont apparu, tous particulierement pathogMnes
pour les jeunes adultes. Trois A dix ans plus tard, selon les r6gions, la grippe avait repris
sa forme relativement benigne, mortelle surtout pour les individus affaiblis. Depuis 1933,
des manifestations aigues semblent s'espacer; il peut s'agir d'un declin reel, mais rien ne
permet de I'affirmer.

Depuis une vingtaine d'annees, il a ete possible d'isoler des virus, au cours de chacune
des epidemies, et leur etude a ete plus fructueuse que celle des statistiques de morbidite
et de mortalit6 par grippe. On sait, depuis 1940, qu'il existe deux types de virus, A et B.
Ils n'ont rien de commun du point de vue antigenique, et, de ce fait, ils doivent se com-
porter epidemiologiquement comme deux entites distinctes. On a constate toutefois,
dans certaines poussees, la coexistence des deux types. Aux Etats-Unis, on admet que les
epidemies de grippe B reviennent tous les six ans, celles de grippe A tous les deux A trois
ans. La grippe C ne parait pas avoir une grande importance epidemiologique.

Les epidemies les plus importantes sont dues au virus A, dont on a etudie les variations
antigeniques depuis 1933. La premiere souche isolee en 1933 (WS) presente quelques
differences avec les souches, cependant voisines, isolees de 1933 A 1935 (il est possible
que la culture prolongee sur furet et souris ait modifie certains de ses caracteres). Les
souches isol&es de 1936 A 1946 dans toutes les parties du monde etaient plus ou moins
proches de la souche PR8, decrite A Porto-Rico en 1934, et du virus de Melbourne, isole
en 1935; leurs variations antigeniques furent peu importantes. En 1946, une souche
(Cam) isolee en Australie presenta des propriet6s differentes des souches precedentes.
Des souches analogues furent isolees en Amerique du Nord et en Europe en 1947. Les
differences de ces souches avec celles du groupe PR8 parurent assez importantes pour que
l'on cree un sous-groupe A-prime (pathogene pour la souris), dont FM1, isolee aux
Etats-Unis, est la souche type. Alors que, en Grande-Bretagne, les chercheurs admettent
une suite de changements antigeniques importants et 1'apparition successive de types
distincts (WS, PR8, FM1) au cours des vingt dernieres annees, les chercheurs des Etats-
Unis n'adtnettent pas de demarcation nette entre les periodes PR8 et A-prime. Ces diver-
gences d'opinions pourraient s'expliquer en partie par le fait que les recherches ont et6
faites, de part et d'autre, sur des s6rums d'animaux de sensibilit6 diff6rente.
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Le cheminement des epidemies - que l'auteur decrit a partir de 1945 - peut apporter
des eclaircissements sur leur origine. Certains chercheurs admettent que la grippe n'est
pas autochtone dans les pays oiu elle eclate, mais qu'elle vient d'ailleurs. La difficulte
de trouver le virus grippal en periode interepid6mique, ou que ce soit, explique ce point
de vue. On peut imaginer le virus passant d'une region A l'autre sur des individus sensibles
et revenant A son point de depart, pour declencher une nouvelle epidemie deux A trois ans
apres. L'autre hypoth6se consiste A supposer que le virus peut subsister aclandestine-
ment ), peut-etre dans les lesions pulmonaires chroniques de l'homme, sous une forme
ind6celable par les tests habituels. On a montr6 en effet que le virus de la grippe du porc
peut survivre des mois, voire des annees, dans les vers pulmonaires du porc, qui passent
un des stades de leur cycle evolutif dans les vers de terre. Le virus ne peut etre d6couvert,
chez ces vers, par aucun test de laboratoire, mais seulement par l'infection des porcs
par voie orale, stimulee par divers agents specifiques. On ignore tout de semblables
eventualites dans la grippe humaine. Le virus grippal peut etre introduit dans un pays
soit A l'etat extremement actif et y declencher immediatement une epidemie, soit y per-
sister quelque temps A l'etat latent avant de se propager.

Divers arguments viennent a l'appui de l'idee du virus acache )) en periodes interepi-
demiques: l'impossibilite de deceler le virus pendant de longues periodes, les poussees
du debut de l'ete qui preludent a l'epidemie de l'automne, causee par un virus antigeni-
quement analogue; les poussees multicentriques, l'apparition simultanee de l'epidemie
en divers points de regions tres etendues. D'autre part, il est indubitable que l'epidemie
peut se propager de pays A pays. Aussi est-il probable que les deux theories sont par-
tiellement valables. L'une des taches de 1'OMS est de suivre l'evolution de ces epid6mies.

I1 est certain que le degre d'immunisation de la population influe sur le cours d'une
epidemie. Il s'eleve a mesure que celle-ci progresse, et il en d6termine certainement
l'extinction.

Outre les variations antigeniques importantes et plutot rares qui ont ete mentionnees,
le virus A parait en subir d'autres, decrites sous le nom de phases P,Q,R, qui corres-
pondent A des diff6rences dans les proprietes serologiques. Les virus en phase Q reagissent
peu aux antiserums, mnme homnologues; de ce fait, etant pour ainsi dire a mi-chemin
entre un virus ((brut ) et un virus adifferencie )), ils ont plus de chances de survivre au
sein d'une population immunisee. Le passage de phase Q en phase P (active serologique-
ment) a pu etre obtenu en laboratoire. En 1950-51, certains virus isoles au debut de
l'epidemie etaient en phase Q; ce n'est que plus tard qu'ils apparurent en phase P. It se
pourrait qu'il y ait un passage de phase P en phase Q a la fin d'une epidemie et que le
passage de Q a P d6termine une nouvelle poussee.

Le virus B a un caract6re plus endemique que le virus A, donnant lieu surtout a des
poussees localisees. L'activite du virus B, qui ne semble pas subir de fortes variations
antig6niques observees sur le plan mondial, est plus locale qu'intemationale.
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